Control Unit Accessories, System
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COOPER WHEELOCK INC  
273 BRANCHPORT AVE  
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740-6830 USA

Investigated to UL 864 (9th edition)

Addressable Paging Splitter Model(s) SP4-APS

Audio boosters Model(s) SPB-160((f2), SPB-160E, SPB-320(f2), SPB-320E, SPB-80/4(f2), SPB-80/4E

Audio input modules, "MENVIER" Model(s) AIM-3

Audio splitter card Model(s) SP4Z-A/B (f2)

Background music modules Model(s) BGM

Class A Card Model(s) PS-4CA*

Emergency evacuation/emergency message panels Model(s) RSAPE-1AB, RSAPE-1AR, RSAPE-2AB, RSAPE-2AR, SafePath, SAPE-1AB, SAPE-1AR, SAPE-2AB, SAPE-2AR

End of line resistors Model(s) MPEOL

Indicating circuit power supplies Model(s) PS-12/24-8, PS-12/24-8CP, PS-12/24-8MP, PS-24-8MC

Mounting Bracket Model(s) SPMB-4Z

Power supply sub-assemblies Model(s) PSX-12/24-8CP*, PSX-12/24-8MP*, PSX-24-8MC*

Remote microphone expansion modules Model(s) SP4-RMX


Remote Notification Appliance Circuit Extender Power Accessory Model(s) PS-EXP (f1)(f2)
Remote Notification Appliance Circuit Extender Power Supplies Model(s) PS-6(f1)(f2), PS-6-B(f1)(f2), PS-6E(f1)(f2), PS-6E-B(f1)(f2), PS-8(f1)(f2), PS-8-B(f1)(f2), PS-8-LP(f1)(f2), PS-8-B-LP(f1)(f2)

PS-8E(f1)(f2), PS-8E-B(f1)(f2), PS-8E-LP(f1)(f2), PS-8E-B-LP(f1)(f2)

 Safepath interface modules Model(s) SPIF, SPMNS-SPIF (f2)

Supervised Volume Control Module Model(s) SP SVC


SP40S(f2), SP40S-D(f2), SP40SE(f2), SP40SE-D(f2)


Voice evacuation/emergency message panels, "SafePath" Model(s) SAPE-15SP, SAPE-1BP, SAPE-1RP, SAPE-4BP, SAPE-4RP, SAPE-8BP, SAPE-8RP, SAPE-PSB, SAPE-PSR

(f1) - Complementary Listed under UTRZ

(f2) - Complementary Listed under PGWM

* - For use with compatible Listed control units as indicated in the installation instructions for this product or for the control unit.

Trademark and/or Tradename: "Cooper Notification", "MENVIER", "Wheelock", "Wheelock"
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